
Serie | 2, Bagged vacuum cleaner, Red
BGN2A112GB

Optional accessories
BBZ102TBB Turbo brush, BBZ123HD Hard floor nozzle, BBZ124HD
Hard floor nozzle, BBZ156HF HEPA filter, BBZ41FGALL vacuum
cleaner bag, BBZ42TB Turbo upholstery brush

The super compact and light performer.

Technical data
Dimensions :  260 x 295 x 370
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD) (mm) :

 325 x 305 x 490
Pallet dimensions :  205.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Standard number of units per pallet :  36
Net weight (kg) :  4.200
Gross weight (kg) :  5.5
Voltage (V) :  220-240
Frequency (Hz) :  50/60
Length electrical supply cord (cm) :  700.0
Plug type :  GB plug
Approval certificates : 
CE, G-Mark, New Singapore Safety Mark, VDE
Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW) :  78
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Serie | 2, Bagged vacuum cleaner, Red
BGN2A112GB

The super compact and light performer.

Performance

- New innovative HiSpin Motor with aerodynamic blades and
perfectly calibrated air flow for high dust pick-up with low
energy consumption

- Best performance of your appliance we recommend usage of
PowerProtect Dustbags, Type G ALL

Hygiene

- Washable HEPA hygienic filter: suitable for allergy sufferers.

- Replacement dustbags: TYP G ALL

Comfort

- Adjustable floor tool

- Crevice tool and upholstery nozzle

- Telescopic tube

- Ergo grip handle

- Dust bag capacity Large

- BigCapacity: big dust bag capacity despite compact size -
minimizes dust bag changes and reduces follow-up costs

- Automatic cable rewind

- Operating radius: 9 m

- Variable suction control

- 2 large fixed wheels / 1 swivel wheel

- Dust bag change indicator

- Weight: 3 kg (cylinder only)

- *** Suction power with partly filled dust bag (400 g) in
comparison to Siemens / Bosch Type G dust bags without
PowerProtect Technology, tested in an appliance of BSGL5… /
VSZ5… range

* Dust pickup on carpet and hard floor with crevices in comparison to
BSG62200. Measured according (IEC 60312-1: 2011-11)
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